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New FINUDA target setupNew FINUDA target setupNew FINUDA target setup
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Physics items for FINUDA with the 
new target setup

Physics items for FINUDA with the Physics items for FINUDA with the 
new target setupnew target setup

Study of Deeply Bound Kaon-Nuclear states
All targets

Invariant mass analysis: (K-pp), (K-pn), (K-ppn) aggregates, effects of FSI’s
Missing mass analysis: study of K- absorption on two nucleons

Free deuterons (D2O)
Quasi deuterons inside the nuclei

Hypernuclear spectroscopy
13C, 16O, 9Be, 7Li

Hypernuclear decays
Non mesonic decays

All targets + 6Li (decay of 5ΛHe)
Rare channels

6Li, 7Li: hyperfragments (4
ΛHe) decays

Neutron Rich Λ-Hypernuclei
All targets

Σ-Hypernuclei searches
All targets

Study of the K+N Charge EXchange reaction
13C, 7Li, 2H

Study of Deeply Bound Study of Deeply Bound KaonKaon--Nuclear statesNuclear states
All targetsAll targets

Invariant mass analysis: (KInvariant mass analysis: (K--pp), (Kpp), (K--pnpn), (K), (K--ppnppn) aggregates, effects of ) aggregates, effects of FSIFSI’’ss
Missing mass analysis: study of KMissing mass analysis: study of K-- absorption on two nucleonsabsorption on two nucleons

Free deuterons (DFree deuterons (D22O)O)
Quasi deuterons inside the nucleiQuasi deuterons inside the nuclei

HypernuclearHypernuclear spectroscopyspectroscopy
1313C, C, 1616O, O, 99Be, Be, 77LiLi

HypernuclearHypernuclear decaysdecays
Non Non mesonicmesonic decaysdecays

All targets + All targets + 66Li (decay of Li (decay of 55ΛΛHe)He)
Rare channelsRare channels

66Li, Li, 77Li: Li: hyperfragmentshyperfragments ((44
ΛΛHe) decaysHe) decays

Neutron Rich Neutron Rich ΛΛ--HypernucleiHypernuclei
All targetsAll targets

ΣΣ--HypernucleiHypernuclei searchessearches
All targetsAll targets

Study of the KStudy of the K++N Charge N Charge EXchangeEXchange reactionreaction
1313C, C, 77Li, Li, 22HH



Search for DBKS: invariant mass methodSearch for DBKS: invariant mass methodSearch for DBKS: invariant mass method

In the last run data analysis, two approaches were used, 
based on two different pattern recognition procedures
In the last run data analysis, two approaches were used, 
based on two different pattern recognition procedures

Reconstruction of events with well defined tracks (4 points each)
Approach suitable for high resolution studies (hypernuclear spectroscopy)

Clean events can be picked up, full acceptance for DBKS events
Physical background contamination under control
EXCLUSIVE ANALYSIS

Reconstruction of events with well defined tracks (4 points eachReconstruction of events with well defined tracks (4 points each))
Approach suitable for high resolution studies (Approach suitable for high resolution studies (hypernuclearhypernuclear spectroscopy)spectroscopy)

Clean events can be picked up, full acceptance for DBKS eventsClean events can be picked up, full acceptance for DBKS events
Physical background contamination under controlPhysical background contamination under control
EXCLUSIVE ANALYSISEXCLUSIVE ANALYSIS

Reconstruction of events with tracks with ≥3 points
Short tracks included

Acceptance improvement (low momentum tracks)
Larger available statistics vs higher physical background contributions

8 times more statistics available, as compared with the 
exclusive analysis method
Study for each target feasible

Lower resolution for shorter tracks
INCLUSIVE ANALYSIS of (π-pp) system

ReconstructionReconstruction of events with tracks with of events with tracks with ≥≥3 points3 points
Short Short tracks includedtracks included

AcceptanceAcceptance improvement (low momentum tracks)improvement (low momentum tracks)
Larger available statistics Larger available statistics vsvs higher higher physical backgroundphysical background contributionscontributions

8 times more statistics available,8 times more statistics available, as compared with the as compared with the 
exclusive analysis methodexclusive analysis method
Study Study forfor each target feasibleeach target feasible

Lower resolution for Lower resolution for shortershorter trackstracks
INCLUSIVE ANALYSIS of (INCLUSIVE ANALYSIS of (ππ--pp) systempp) system

Strategy
Use of both methods to observe, if any, similar signals in the invariant 
mass spectra 

Strategy
Use of both methods to observe, if any, similar signals Use of both methods to observe, if any, similar signals inin the invariant the invariant 
mass spectra mass spectra 



Search for DBKS: di-baryon strange 
aggregates I

Search for DBKS: Search for DBKS: didi--baryon strange baryon strange 
aggregates Iaggregates I

Exclusive analysis (“high 
resolution tracks”)

Last data taking: K-pp study
∼ 200 events on all lighter 
targets (6Li, 7Li, 12C)
Bump observed in the Λp 
invariant mass spectrum at 
2255 MeV, B = 115 MeV, 
Γ=67 MeV
Limited physical background 
feeding the experimental
spectrum

Exclusive analysis (“high 
resolution tracks”)

LastLast data data takingtaking: : KK--pppp studystudy
∼∼ 200 events on all lighter 200 events on all lighter 
targetstargets ((66Li, Li, 77Li, Li, 1212C)C)
Bump observed in the Bump observed in the ΛΛp p 
invariant mass spectrum at invariant mass spectrum at 
2255 MeV, B = 115 MeV, 2255 MeV, B = 115 MeV, 
ΓΓ=67 MeV=67 MeV
LimitedLimited physicalphysical background background 
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PRL 94 (2005), 212303feedingfeeding the the experimentalexperimental
spectrumspectrum

New data taking
Expected a factor 10 more 
statistics AT LEAST
Possibile to track a 
dependence of the 
observations on the target 
nature
If a dependence is detected, 
the hypothesis of formation 
of a DBKS could be
weakened

New data New data takingtaking
Expected a factor Expected a factor 10 more 10 more 
statisticsstatistics AT LEASTAT LEAST
Possibile to track a Possibile to track a 
dependence of the dependence of the 
observations on the target observations on the target 
naturenature
If a dependence is detected, If a dependence is detected, 
the hypothesis of formation the hypothesis of formation 
of a DBKS of a DBKS couldcould bebe
weakenedweakened

Possibility to study the K-pn
cluster in the following decay
channels (a few tens events
only available from the first 
data taking):

K-pn →Λ n
K-pn →Σ- p

Possibility to study the K-pn
cluster in the following decay
channels (a few tens events
only available from the first 
data taking):

KK--pnpn →→ΛΛ nn
KK--pnpn →→ΣΣ-- pp



Search for DBKS: di-baryon strange 
aggregates II

Search for DBKS: Search for DBKS: didi--baryon strange baryon strange 
aggregates IIaggregates II

Inclusive analysis (shorter tracks included)
Last data taking: K-pp study

Confirmed the presence of a bump below the mass threshold for the 
unbound K-pp system: m=2274 MeV, Γ= 56 MeV (slightly narrower)

Good agreement with the first approach
750 events in the bump

The structure appears without angular cuts as well
LARGER ACCEPTANCE, LARGER PHYSICAL BACKGROUND 

Inclusive analysis (shorter tracks included)
Last data taking: KLast data taking: K--pp pp studystudy

Confirmed the presence of a Confirmed the presence of a bumpbump belowbelow the mass the mass thresholdthreshold forfor the the 
unboundunbound KK--pppp system: m=2274 system: m=2274 MeVMeV, , ΓΓ== 56 56 MeVMeV ((slightlyslightly narrowernarrower))

GoodGood agreement agreement withwith the first the first approachapproach
750 events in the bump750 events in the bump

The structure appears without angular The structure appears without angular cutscuts asas wellwell
LARGER ACCEPTANCE, LARGER PHYSICAL BACKGROUND LARGER ACCEPTANCE, LARGER PHYSICAL BACKGROUND 

dN



Search for DBKS: di-baryon strange 
aggregates III

Search for DBKS: Search for DBKS: didi--baryon strange baryon strange 
aggregates IIIaggregates III

Inclusive analysisInclusive analysis
Angular correlations:Angular correlations:

Back-to-back trend with a sensible strenght over the whole intervalBackBack--toto--backback trend with a sensible strenght over the whole intervaltrend with a sensible strenght over the whole interval

Selected events:       
true back-to-back
Narrow distribution

unlikely to be fed just 
by FSI’s

SelectedSelected events:       events:       
truetrue backback--toto--backback
Narrow Narrow distributiondistribution

unlikelyunlikely to be fed just to be fed just 
byby FSIFSI’’ss

Magas et al., PRC74 (2006) 025206 
background

Events in the 
peak

New data taking: K-pp study
8x statistics available on each target
Selection cuts may be strenghtened:

Powerful cut to reject background (FSI reactions occurring inside the nucleus): 
distance from the K- stopping point and the Λ decay vertex

excellent signal/noise ratio for the Λ selection: ∼20
Severe reduction of the statistics: factor 4 at least

Selections in angular intervals and momentum slices can be made
Effects of FSI interactions, dependent on angles and target nature

New data takingNew data taking: K-pp study
8x statistics available on 8x statistics available on eacheach targettarget
Selection cuts may be strenghtened:Selection cuts may be strenghtened:

Powerful cut to reject background (FSI Powerful cut to reject background (FSI reactionsreactions occurringoccurring inside the inside the nucleusnucleus): ): 
distancedistance fromfrom the Kthe K-- stoppingstopping pointpoint and the and the ΛΛ decaydecay vertexvertex

excellentexcellent signalsignal//noisenoise ratio ratio forfor the the ΛΛ selectionselection: : ∼∼2020
Severe reduction of the statistics: factor 4 at Severe reduction of the statistics: factor 4 at leastleast

Selections in angular intervals and momentum Selections in angular intervals and momentum slicesslices can can bebe mademade
EffectsEffects of FSI of FSI interactionsinteractions, , dependentdependent on on anglesangles and target natureand target nature



Search for DBKS: tri-baryon strange 
aggregate formation on deuteron in 6Li 

Search for DBKS: Search for DBKS: tritri--baryon strange baryon strange 
aggregate formation on deuteron in aggregate formation on deuteron in 66Li Li 
The 6Li nucleus is a well-known α+d clusterThe 6Li nucleus is a well-known α+d cluster

The K- interacts with a deuteron and 
the observed signal (in coincidence
with a fast π-) comes from a simple
two nucleon absorption reaction

The KThe K-- interactsinteracts withwith a a deuterondeuteron and and 
the the observedobserved signalsignal (in (in coincidencecoincidence
withwith a fast a fast ππ--) ) comescomes fromfrom a a simplesimple
twotwo nucleonnucleon absorptionabsorption reactionreaction
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n
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Study with the missing mass analysis technique
First purpose: to reproduce the 4He(K-,p) reaction observed by
E471, that led to the claim for the S0(3115)

StudyStudy withwith the the missingmissing mass mass analysisanalysis techniquetechnique
First purpose: to reproduce the First purpose: to reproduce the 44He(KHe(K--,p) ,p) reactionreaction observedobserved byby
E471, E471, thatthat ledled toto the the claimclaim forfor the Sthe S00(3115(3115))

New data taking: study of 
the K- absorption dynamics
on several targets, and on 
free deuterons

New data New data takingtaking: : studystudy of of 
the Kthe K-- absorptionabsorption dynamicsdynamics
on on severalseveral targetstargets, and on , and on 
freefree deuteronsdeuterons
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Search for DBKS: tri-baryon 
formation on 6Li: 4He

Search for DBKS: triSearch for DBKS: tri--baryon baryon 
formation on formation on 66Li: Li: 44HeHe

Study of the Λd system invariant massStudy of the Λd system invariant mass

New data taking:
8x more statistics
Statistical significance of the 
bump can increase to 7.2σ
Possibility to study the left part
of the spectrum with larger
detail (physical background 
contributions)
Possibility to detect the neutron
in coincidence

New data New data takingtaking::
8x more statistics8x more statistics
Statistical significance of the Statistical significance of the 
bump can increase to bump can increase to 7.27.2σσ
Possibility to Possibility to studystudy the the leftleft partpart
of the of the spectrumspectrum withwith largerlarger
detaildetail ((physicalphysical background background 
contributionscontributions))
PossibilityPossibility toto detectdetect the the neutronneutron
in in coincidencecoincidence

Last data taking:
Enhancement observed at 3243 MeV, 
with ΓΛd=37 MeV on 6Li targets
25 events in the peak, background 
mainly on its left side → ∼3σ
The kinetic energy spectrum can 
reproduced only in the hypothesis of                     
6Li(K-

stop, Λd)nd with a spectator
deuteron and the neutron carrying
away the whole momentum

LastLast data taking:data taking:
Enhancement observed at 3243 Enhancement observed at 3243 MeVMeV, , 
with with ΓΓΛΛdd=37 MeV on =37 MeV on 66Li targetsLi targets
25 events in the peak, background 25 events in the peak, background 
mainlymainly on on itsits leftleft side side →→ ∼∼33σσ
The kinetic energy spectrum can The kinetic energy spectrum can 
reproduced only in the reproduced only in the hypothesishypothesis of                     of                     
66Li(Li(KK--

stopstop, , ΛΛdd))ndnd withwith a a spectatorspectator
deuterondeuteron and the and the neutronneutron carryingcarrying
awayaway the the wholewhole momentummomentum
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Hypernuclear spectroscopy: 7ΛLi, 9ΛBeHypernuclearHypernuclear spectroscopy: spectroscopy: 77
ΛΛLi, Li, 99

ΛΛBeBe
7
ΛLi

First results obtained with one target in 
the last data taking, first results ever
for 7 

Λ Li production in a (K-
stop, π

-) 
reaction

Two close peaks
In the bound region: S/N = 1:3
Capture rates: 0.04% for each
few tens of coincidence proton and 
neutrons for NMWD measurements

Tenfold statistics more expected with 1 
fb-1 integrated luminosity

7
ΛLi

First results obtained with one target in 
the last data taking, first results ever
for 7 

Λ Li production in a (K-
stop, π

-) 
reaction

Two close peaks
In the bound region: S/N = 1:3
Capture rates: 0.04% for each
few tens of coincidence proton and 
neutrons for NMWD measurements

Tenfold statistics more expected with 1 
fb-1 integrated luminosity

9
ΛBe

The Be nucleus has a particularly symmetric
structure and can be understood as formed
by a α+α+n cluster
Excitation spectrum measured with the 
(π+,K+) reaction at KEK with 2.2 MeV
resolution
With FINUDA:

Expected capture rate of the order of 10-4/K-
stop

Better resolution on the levels expected 
The binding energy if 9ΛBe requires a more 
refined measurement, existing values are in 
disagreement

Several thousand events expected with 1 fb-1

9
ΛBe

The The BeBe nucleusnucleus hashas a a particularlyparticularly symmetricsymmetric
structurestructure and can and can bebe understoodunderstood asas formedformed
byby a a αα++αα+n +n clustercluster
ExcitationExcitation spectrumspectrum measuredmeasured withwith the the 
((ππ++,,KK++) ) reactionreaction at KEK at KEK withwith 2.2 2.2 MeVMeV
resolutionresolution
With FINUDA:With FINUDA:

ExpectedExpected capturecapture rate of the rate of the orderorder of 10of 10--44//KK--
stopstop

Better resolution on the levels expected Better resolution on the levels expected 
The binding energy if The binding energy if 99

ΛΛBe Be requires a more requires a more 
refined measurement, refined measurement, existingexisting values are in values are in 
disagreementdisagreement

Several Several thousandthousand eventsevents expectedexpected withwith 1 fb1 fb--11

125 pb-1 integrated luminosity simulation
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Hypernuclear spectroscopy: 13
ΛC, 16

ΛOHypernuclearHypernuclear spectroscopy: spectroscopy: 1313
ΛΛC, C, 1616

ΛΛOO
125 pb-1 integrated luminosity simulation
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13
ΛC

One neutron more than 12C: study
differences with last run measurements
Excitation spectrum measured by E336 
in the (π+,K+) with 2.2 MeV resolution
Expected capture rate in (K-

stop, π
-) 

reaction: 10-4/K-
stop

Several thousand events expected in 
each level

13
ΛC

One One neutronneutron more more thanthan 1212C: C: studystudy
differencesdifferences withwith lastlast runrun measurementsmeasurements
Excitation spectrum measured by E336 
in the (ππ++,,KK++) ) withwith 2.2 2.2 MeVMeV resolutionresolution
Expected capture rate in (KExpected capture rate in (K--

stopstop, , ππ--) ) 
reaction: 10reaction: 10--44/K/K--

stopstop
Several thousand events expected in Several thousand events expected in 
each each levellevel

125 pb-1 integrated luminosity simulation
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16
ΛO

Excitation spectrum measured by E336 in 
the (π+,K+) with 2.2 MeV resolution
Expected capture rate in (K-

stop, π
-) 

reaction: 10-3-10-4/K-
stop

15O is a rather stable nucleus (16O is double 
magic)
With higher resolution a possible spin-orbit 
splitting of 1 MeV for the states #3-#4 
could be observed

16
ΛO

Excitation spectrum measured by E336 in 
the (ππ++,,KK++) ) withwith 2.2 2.2 MeVMeV resolutionresolution
ExpectedExpected capturecapture rate in (rate in (KK--

stopstop, , ππ--) ) 
reactionreaction: 10: 10--33--1010--44//KK--

stopstop
1515O is a rather stable nucleus (O is a rather stable nucleus (1616O is double O is double 
magic)magic)
With higher resolution a possible spinWith higher resolution a possible spin--orbit orbit 
splitting of 1 MeV splitting of 1 MeV forfor the the statesstates #3#3--#4 #4 
couldcould bebe observedobserved



Non Mesonic Weak Decay Non Non MesonicMesonic Weak Decay Weak Decay 
First studies of NMWD in 
FINUDA with 12C targets
First studies of NMWD in 
FINUDA with 12C targets

FINUDA:
Thin target

Thick target

ΓΓpp = (0.39 = (0.39 ±± 0.10)0.10)

First experiment detecting 
neutrons with p < 40 MeV/c

Interesting for the study of
FSI contributions
2N induced NMWD  (20% ?)

Shape of the proton 
momentum spectrum in the 
g.s. region different from
earlier measurements at KEK

First experiment detecting First experiment detecting 
neutrons with p < 40 neutrons with p < 40 MeVMeV/c/c

InterestingInteresting forfor the the studystudy ofof
FSI contributionsFSI contributions
2N induced NMWD  (20% ?)2N induced NMWD  (20% ?)

Shape of the proton Shape of the proton 
momentum momentum spectrumspectrum in the in the 
g.s.g.s. regionregion differentdifferent fromfrom
earlierearlier measurementsmeasurements at KEKat KEK

Strategy for the new data 
taking:

Measurement of the proton 
spectra with high resolution
(1%) on several nuclei to test 
the possible distorting effect of 
FSI’s
Useful tool as input for DBKS 
studies

Interplay between different
analyses!!

Strategy for the new data 
taking:

Measurement of the proton Measurement of the proton 
spectra spectra withwith high high resolutionresolution
(1%) on (1%) on severalseveral nuclei nuclei toto test test 
the the possiblepossible distortingdistorting effecteffect of of 
FSIFSI’’ss
UsefulUseful tooltool asas input input forfor DBKS DBKS 
studiesstudies

Interplay Interplay betweenbetween differentdifferent
analysesanalyses!!!!



Study of rare decay of 
hyperfragments

Study of rare decay of Study of rare decay of 
hyperfragmentshyperfragments

Exclusive non mesonic decay channels can be studied in FINUDA: rare two
body decays of s-shell hypernuclei, produced as hyperfragments from
heavier targets (e.g: hyperhelium from 6Li, 7Li)

Exclusive non mesonic decay channels can be studied in FINUDA: rare two
body decays of s-shell hypernuclei, produced as hyperfragments from
heavier targets (e.g: hyperhelium from 6Li, 7Li)
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d
µ+

6Li

Very clean signature: 
two monochromatic
deuterons of 570 
MeV/c
Two events observed 
in the first data taking
15 events expected 
from 6Li and 7Li targets 
in the new data taking

Very clean signature: 
two monochromatic
deuterons of 570 
MeV/c
Two events observed 
in the first data taking
15 events expected 
from 6Li and 7Li targets 
in the new data taking
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Neutron Rich Λ-Hypernuclei on new targetsNeutron Rich Neutron Rich ΛΛ--HypernucleiHypernuclei on new targetson new targets
Λ Hypernuclei with neutron eccess, more stable than ordinary nuclei because of 
the presence of the glueing Λ

Produced in two step reactions:                                 
Expected capture rate: O(10-5/K-

stop)
Double charge exchange:

K- + p → Λ + π0;  π0 + p → n + π+

Strangeness exchange & Σ-Λ coupling:
K- + p → Σ- + π+; Σ- + p ↔ Λ+ n

Upper limits given for their capture rate

Λ Hypernuclei with neutron eccess, more stable than ordinary nuclei because of 
the presence of the glueing Λ

Produced in two step reactions:                                 
Expected capture rate: O(10-5/K-

stop)
Double charge exchange:Double charge exchange:

KK-- + p + p →→ ΛΛ + + ππ00;  ;  ππ00 + p + p →→ n +n + ππ++

Strangeness exchange & Strangeness exchange & ΣΣ--ΛΛ coupling:coupling:
KK-- + p + p →→ ΣΣ-- ++ ππ++;; ΣΣ-- + p + p ↔↔ ΛΛ+ n+ n

Upper limits given for their capture rateUpper limits given for their capture rate

New FINUDA data taking: possible to search for
6
ΛH on 6Li targets, 7ΛH on 7Li targets (more statistics: 450 events each in the ROI)

9
ΛHe on 9Be targets (600 events expected)

13
ΛBe on 13C (100 events expected)

16
ΛC on 16O (400 events expected for two levels)

Σ-Λ Coupling sensitive to the target nuclei

New FINUDA data taking: possible to search for
66
ΛΛHH on on 66Li targets, Li targets, 77ΛΛHH on on 77Li targets (more statistics: 450 events each in the ROI)Li targets (more statistics: 450 events each in the ROI)

99
ΛΛHeHe on on 99Be targets (600 events expected)Be targets (600 events expected)

1313
ΛΛBeBe on on 1313C (100 events expected)C (100 events expected)

1616
ΛΛCC on on 1616O (400 events expected for two levels)O (400 events expected for two levels)

ΣΣ--ΛΛ Coupling sensitive to the target nucleiCoupling sensitive to the target nuclei

First FINUDA data taking: fixed upper limits
12
ΛBe: 2 x10-5/K-

stop
New measurements:

6
ΛH: 2.5 x 10-5/K-

stop
7
ΛH: 4.5 x 10-5/K-

stop

First FINUDA data taking: fixed upper limits
1212
ΛΛBe: 2 x10Be: 2 x10--55/K/K--

stopstop
New measurements:New measurements:

66
ΛΛH: 2.5 H: 2.5 x 10x 10--55/K/K--

stopstop
77
ΛΛH:H: 4.5 x 104.5 x 10--55/K/K--

stopstop PLB 640 (2006), 1
45



Study of K+N Charge Exchange 
reactions

Study of KStudy of K++N Charge Exchange N Charge Exchange 
reactionsreactions

Very few measurements exist, 
none close to threshold

Is the process really featureless?
The reaction can be observed in 
FINUDA as a by-product (same
trigger)
Threshold reaction: only possible
on selected targets:

7Li, 13C, 2H (all placed on the 
boost side)

In the last data taking: upper limit 
fixed for 7Li

σ ≤ 2 mb
New data taking expected 
sensitivities: 

0.1 mb/event 7Li
0.2 mb/event 13C, 2H

Very few measurements exist, 
none close to threshold

IsIs the the processprocess reallyreally featurelessfeatureless??
The reaction can be observed in 
FINUDA as a by-product (same
trigger)
Threshold reaction: only possible
on selected targets:

77Li, Li, 1313C, C, 22H (H (allall placedplaced on the on the 
boostboost side)side)

In the last data taking: upper limit 
fixed for 7Li

σσ ≤≤ 2 2 mbmb
New data taking expected 
sensitivities: 

0.1 mb/0.1 mb/eventevent 77LiLi
0.2 0.2 mbmb//eventevent 1313C, C, 22HH

pKnK S +→++ 0



ConclusionsConclusionsConclusions
A wide program of physics topics will be addressed by 

FINUDA in the next data taking

The collection of 1 fb-1 integrated luminosity will allow 
To study with better detail possible target related effects, that may 
shed light on the dynamics of several mechanisms, such as

Kaon-nuclear aggregates formation
Final State Interaction effects
Kaon absorption by many nucleons

To study with unprecedented resolution the spectroscopy of several 
light hypernuclei and hyperfragments and their non-mesonic decay in 
rare channels as well

To study the existence of new, never observed, species of neutron 
rich hypernuclei (and, possibly, Σ hypernuclei as well)

To perform cross section measurements of K+ induced reactions close 
to threshold, never measured before

A wide program of physics topics will be addressed by 
FINUDA in the next data taking

The collection of 1 fb-1 integrated luminosity will allow 
To studyTo study with better detail with better detail possible target related effectspossible target related effects, that may , that may 
shed light on the dynamics of several mechanisms, such asshed light on the dynamics of several mechanisms, such as

KaonKaon--nuclear aggregates formationnuclear aggregates formation
Final State Interaction effectsFinal State Interaction effects
KaonKaon absorption by many absorption by many nucleonsnucleons

To study with unprecedented resolution the To study with unprecedented resolution the spectroscopyspectroscopy of several of several 
light hypernuclei and hyperfragments and their light hypernuclei and hyperfragments and their nonnon--mesonic decaymesonic decay in in 
rare channelsrare channels as wellas well

To study the existence of new, never observed, species of To study the existence of new, never observed, species of neutron neutron 
rich hypernucleirich hypernuclei (and, possibly, (and, possibly, ΣΣ hypernuclei as well)hypernuclei as well)

To perform To perform cross sectioncross section measurements measurements of Kof K++ induced reactionsinduced reactions close close 
to threshold, never measured beforeto threshold, never measured before
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